The relationship between Barack Obama and Joe Biden has been the subject of internet memes in the months following the end of their administration. Why do you think that the fondness for Barack Obama and Joe Biden’s “bromance” has persisted after their tenure in office?

Do you feel that the voices of the Obama and Biden characters in Shaffer’s novel were authentic and sounded true to life? Why or why not?

What moments in *Hope Never Dies* made you laugh?

What tropes does this book borrow from the tradition of hard-boiled detective mysteries?

What crime-fighting duos from literature do you think Obama and Biden best emulate?

Why do you think the author chose the opioid crisis as the framing for this mystery?

The characters of Obama and Biden are portrayed as action-hero versions of themselves that play up their most admirable qualities. What can candidates for political office learn from this aspirational bromance?

Did you feel that reading this book provided an escape from the current political climate in the United States?

Do you think that seeing elected officials portrayed as larger-than-life heroes could inspire readers to get involved in politics?

What other pairs of either real people or fictional characters would you like to see team up to solve a mystery?